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The modeling of biological cells is an extremely complex and eclectic topic. Various cell
modeling approaches exist. For example, it is possible to compute and simulate intracellular
molecular interactions and – on the other side – to generate cell models based on microscopic
images.
The combination of both approaches is a complex task for different reasons. One problem is the
large variance in scale. Molecular Dynamic simulations (MD) usually operate on scales of a few
Ångstrom, while the modeling of microscopy-based cell components takes scales of a hundreds
to thousands of Nanometers into account.
CELLmicrocosmos introduces an Integrative Bioinformatics approach bridging the gap between
molecular and mesoscopic modeling and visualization.
The CELLmicrocosmos 2.2 MembraneEditor (CmME) is a freely available software tool to
model complex heterogeneous membranes based on the PDB format [1]. The membranes can be
exported and used in conjunction with external MD packages like GROMACS [2]. CmME is a
Java Web Start Application which can be downloaded from
http://Cm2.CELLmicrocosmos.org
CmME represents the molecular level, whereas the CELLmicrocosmos 1.1 CellExplorer (CmCX)
operates on the mesoscopic level. It can be used to model abstract shape-based cell models or to
import microscopy-based cell component structures, which could be acquired from the CellCentered Database [3]. The interactive cell environment can be used for educational as well as
scientific purposes [4]. Potential future objectives and current developments of this work will be
discussed.
Information about the team behind the different software tools can be found at
http://team.CELLmicrocosmos.org
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